TARGET FRAME PLANS

For Stephen M. Bush Memorial Shooting Range

Parts List
2—2” x 2” x 8’ boards
8—3” wood screws
6—1” wood screws or staples
1—2’ x 4’ cardboard plywood, or coroplast (optional)

Directions:
Cut 21” off of each of the 2” x 2” x 8’ boards. Clean sharp cuts will ensure target frame is sturdy. Pre-drill two holes, off-set, on the outside of the top of the long pieces of board and at about 44-1/2” from the top. Use the 3” wood screws to attach the long pieces to the 21” pieces—flush at the top and 43-1/2 inches from the top. Place cardboard (plywood or coroplast) to the front of the frame with 1” wood screws or 1” staples. Frame will slide into built in target foundations.

Target foundations are located at:

PISTOL RANGE—AT THE TARGET LINE
SMALLBORE RANGE—25 YARD AND 50 YARD LINES
RIFLE SIGHT-IN RANGE—25 YARD, 50 YARD, 100 YARD AND 200 YARD LINES